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So you get a new (or forma'ed) penta and want to use it effectively without making suicides. As someone who has played Penta a lot in his rookie days and someone who has become attracted (again) to him because of a cable grenade (even if it's nerfed, sad), I'm going to share a few tips on how to use Penta safely. You should use Tether GrenadesWhy trot grenades are safer
than conventional grenades? Because it makes your grenades more visible to your eyes! Compare this projectile without the grenade tether with this projectile with Tether Grenades. Note that the second is easier to see because of the bright glow of the grenades. This will reduce the chance that something will explode behind you because you don't see it. I lost count of how many
times I committed suicide while using conventional Penta grenades because I couldn't see where the grenades were. Another reason why cables are (almost always) safer than the original grenades is because it will tie enemies, allowing you to go to a minimum safe distance without worrying that you won't score a single kill. The only downside that I think should be kept in mind
when using Tether Grenades is the term detonation, which sometimes catch you by surprise and the fact that you have to donate the mod slot. Edit: I forgot to mention the blunt. Be careful when using Tether Pomegranates in the vicinity of the blunt. It explodes instantly if it hits the blunt. I still can't wrap my head around this mechanic. A few tips regarding the ability of the tether
One of the main reasons for using Tether Grenades (except security) is its versatility. It can be used as a tool to deny the area, effectively stopping the enemy group in the corridor. The cables can also be used to prevent enemies from approaching the hostage and pulling enemies into traps like Bastille and Frost slowly trap the snow globe. If you can get one, a multishot torn is
highly recommended because more pomegranates mean stronger pull and more ropes. Edit: Although a more multishot means less versatility in cable styling, I still recommend a more multifaceted one because it gives each shot a stronger tethering ability, thereby improving the ammunition economy. A more multishot also gives more DPS. Feel free to reduce the multishot as you
see fit, however. You can also creatively put ropes for desired results, such as putting a tether near the cliff to let the enemies fall. Here are some tether positions that I often use: the ceiling tether - less attraction range, can magically pull enemies into the air, saferGround tether - standard, greater range of gravity, less safe than the ceiling tether, enemies more freely move Double
cables change the ground - stronger cables, enemies are more limited, more Due to the use of more than one tether, the niche uses Double cables door variations - the same as a double tether, but done with doorsOf of course, there are still many ways to accomplish your goals using Tether Pomegranates depending on the user user 2Posted 3 years ago 46 comments Tether
GrenadesGrenades tether tether grenadesGrenades tether to 2 enemies with 4 m. Home Feedback Weapon Penta Tether Smart Tether Tether Combat Grenades can't be silenced. Is it intended? Silence modes work on launchers, including Penta, but not with Tether Granata. Warns everyone, regardless of whether they tie someone or not. D'VOD Pozn'mka: Nahla'ujte PO'E
spam, reklamy a' uj'se, toon nebo hrub) p'sp'vky. Naramon 8000 Tether Grenades is a fashion index for penta that causes the launched grenades to stick to the level of geometry and pull nearby enemies. In addition, the grenades will stop bouncing off the enemies, and instead will pass right through them. It also adds a delay to self-destroying grenades. Rank Number Of Enemies
Range Cost 0 2 4m 2 1 3 5m 3 3 3 6m 4 4 7m 5 4 4 8m 6 5 5 9m 7 A few grenades can be used to replace Warframe crowd control ability when not enough energy is present to throw the ability. The grenades will explode in contact with water and tar puddles of the Tar-Mutalist MOA. Grenades still cause a self-stagger with this mod equipped. It can be considered as an alternative
to Firestorm, as it drags enemies that may be out of range in the blast zone. If your penta is silenced, this mod will lead to him acting as if he has no silenced ownership at all. The adhesive explosion does not stop grenades from passing through enemies. The grenades will stick to ragdolled enemies, such as under the influence of abilities like Spellbind, Bastille or Larva, or those
launched by Slam attacks. As soon as the enemy leaves the state of ragdoll, the grenade will be detonated. The grenades will additionally stick to the dead enemies, which can then be moved. Tether and the additional effects of the grenade glow do not affect the energy color of the weapon. This mod reduces the speed of the grenade flight. Terminal speed or Riven Mod, which
adds a bonus to the speed of flight can compensate for this. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted. warframe market tether grenades
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